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IN THE COURT OF SESSIONS JUDGE, ORAKZAI AT BABER MELA

*
vsCase Title:

Order or other Proceedings with Signature of Judge or 
Magistrate and that of parties or counsel where necessary

Serial No of 
order or 

proceedings

Date of 
Order

Proceedings
1 2 3

20.08.2021Order No.01 Register. Accused Bismillah is on bail. He be y 

summoned for 3/« 8 .

(SHAUKAT A H M /yXK H A N) 
Sessions Judge, Oral4zcii 

at Baber Mela

31.08.2021Order DPP, Umar Niaz for the State present. Accused

Bismillah on bail present. Mr. Sanaullah Khan Advocate

submitted Wakalatnama on behalf of the accused. Placed

on file.

Counsel for the accused submitted application for

discharge of the accused of the offense, alongwith

attested copies of the compromise effected between the

parties at bail stage, on the ground that a compromise has 

already reached between the parties at bail stage and there 

is no ground to proceed against the accused. Placed onVvO'
file. Arguments heard and record perused.

Evidence from the record that the instant case was

registered against the accused named above on the basis

of report of complainant Sulaiman to the effect that on the

day of occurrence he was present at his house where he

received information regarding the murder of his uncle

Shehryar at which he reached at Ghiljo Hospital and

found his uncle Shehryar murdered. He charged the
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accused Bismillah s/o Khyal Wazir for the murder of his

uncle.

After arrest of the accused, the parties effected

compromise. The male legal heirs (Muhammad Shireen

and Mujahid, the brothers of the deceased), appeared

before the court and recorded their joint statement

regarding the compromise while statements of the female

legal heirs (Mst. Lai Jameena, the Mother, Mst. Gul e

Marjan. Mst. Wasmeena Jan, Mst. Arab Jan, the sisters)

were recorded through local commissioner. All the legal

heirs of the deceased are major, they have waived off their

rights of Qisas and Diyat and have raised no objection on

the acquittal of the accused.N. *

As the offense for which the accused is charged is

compoundable therefore, there is no ground to proceed

against the accused. Hence, the accused Bismillah s/o

Khyal Wazir is discharged of the offense. The accused is

on bail. The bail bonds are canceled. The sureties are

absolved of the liabilities of their bail bonds. Consign.

yAnnounced / l ,31.08.2021 J
(SHAUKAT AHMAD KHAN)

Sessions Judge/Judge Special 
Court, Orakzai at Baber Mela
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